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Abstract: The stainless steel (SS) has been used as a material for building Ultra High Vacuum (UHV) Chamber.
The nano crystalline phases of SS have been identified from XRD (X-Ray Diffraction) spectra. We have also
studied  the  surface  morphology  of  SS  with  using  SEM   (Scanning    Electron   Microscopy)  technique.
The obtained results show that some unwanted chemical bonds on the SS surface such as ultra thin chromium
metallic film and an interlayer of conductive oxide film cause roughness variations and/or columnar-like shaped
grains. These problems are due to the rebar surface condition on corrosion initiation. We thus study the effect
corrosion on the nano structural properties of SS.
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INTRODUCTION EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the past decade, some researchers [1-7] have SS samples are polished from one side to ensure a
studied the nano crystalline materials due to their unique, smooth  surface  and cut out of 320 and 340 SS wafers.
superior corrosion resistance and hardness. However We rinsed them with ethanol and put them in an
there are still many questions unanswered in the field of ultrasonic  bath for one hour. The cleaned SS samples
SS nano structures, meaning, scaling the characteristic may be covered with ultra thin undesirable films in the
size of crystalline down to the nano scale, the mechanical media and/or  make  bonds with carbon atoms; we
behavior of SS nano materials influence the outguessing washed  them  with  acetone  just  before  transferring
and leakage current through the UHV chambers. We need them into UHV chamber of SEM technique. Keep in mind
to study SS properties, because the higher stability of that  the  chamber was baked before the experiments.
UHV  chamber is needed for growing the ultra thin film, After baking the background pressure inside UHV
like  silicon nitride and metallic oxide films, for the future chamber was 2×10  torr. 
of  integrated  circuits (IC ). In order to explore the Figures 1 and 2, two different type of the samples,s

unusual structure-property relationship in nano type - 320 and type - 340 SS, show the formation of a less
crystalline materials and to make use of nano adherent  and  possibly  anion  selective  oxide layer
crystallization, we should find a way to improve the which exposes  a  chromium  depleted  steel  surface  for
properties and behavior of engineering materials. type 320 SS. These relatively layer difference in corrosion
Although  the corrosion propagation stage can change resistance of type 320 and type 340 SS with, of course,
the mechanical properties of SS, the initiation stages different composition (Cr for 320-type and Cr for 340-type
assess the corrosion resistance which expresses the is more contest that the other type) made using a uniform
localized corrosion resistance of an alloy based on structure and less slits due to maturing of the 340-type
composition given by [8-12]. Therefore, the effect of SS passive film [8-18]. The passive film will continue to
surface conditions depletes chromium from the cited alloy evolve throughout the lifetime of SS nano structural
and sometimes produces an outer layer. By adding Mo materials as the good material for the future of UHV
into SS, we guess to get lower corrosion resistance. chambers. However, aging involving defect annealing and
Because of the loss of corrosion resistance on outer the continued, relatively slow, oxidation of Fe  to Fe  in
surface layers, most final SS products can be used in the outer layer of the oxide continues for the entire
other applications. duration that a sample is aged.
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Fig. 1: SEM image of SS with lower Mo (320-type)

Fig. 2: SEM image of SS with higher Mo (340-type)

CONCLUSION

In the present work we have tried not only to
characterize  the  lateral  spreading  of corrosion along a
SS surface, but also to obtain the stability of SS for
teaching to UHV condition down to 10  torr. We suggest-14

adding Mo in UHV chamber generations to get suitable
SS structure.
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